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About This Content
The Interwar Planes sprite pack adds unique uniforms for armies including airplanes, during the interwar period between WWI
and WWII.
Twelve different countries will, after 1918, be able to receive new, unique and historically accurate uniforms. Besides adding to
the visual appeal of your armies, it will also help you quickly identify which of your armies have the reconnaissance capabilities.
The set Includes 12 Air Force uniforms for Countries: Austrian, British, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian,
Spanish, Swedish, Turkish, and US armies.
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They're pilots, not planes
If you wanted planes you probably should have checked the screenshots first. Paradox arbitrarily increases the prices of all
games developed and published by them, without giving any information in advance. They literally increased by 40% or so the
prices of ALL the games published by them in a very sneaky manner, and when they were questioned, they claimed it was a fair
change "due to increase in purchase power on the regions that the price was increased".
No, there was not even a single bit of increase in many (or maybe any) of these regions. Regions that also happen to not have as
much purchasing power.
Also, their DLC policies is worsening at every release. Giving little to irrevelant content, and asking for a high price. (That's
even higher now, despite everyone complaining about their pricing, which was already bad back in the day.)
So I suggest anyone else to NOT fall in their pathetic policies, and AVOID at all costs any of their games.
Original review: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/vexxar\/recommended\/42960\/. Apparently planes in 1912 were actually
people on the ground with a floating ring on their heads.. This DLC is pretty unique, nobody has ever tried making fancy
uniforms for units that fly\/ride planes, this DLC is pretty unique in my opinion.. good planes. Simple additive. Would
reccomend when on sale.. Did not see a single plane model. Would not reccomend.
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A plane and simple DLC.
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